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Abstract—Business plan is an important part of managing any business. This is due to the fact that it forms up a basis for the business as well as discusses how important challenges should be solved. To be successful it needs to take into account several different business factors and finally all these factors need to be presented in written format and in synchrony. Rather often also third parties like financing institutions are interested in of the business plans as they form a solid basis for making funding decisions.

This paper discusses about the software business as concept and outlines the importance of a software business plan for an software entrepreneur. After motivating software entrepreneurs for making a business plan, this paper discusses about the content of it and links it into the daily management of a software company. Especial emphasis in the discussion is in giving writing instructions for software entrepreneurs having an interest in writing a software business plan.

As all business plans need to be usable in practice, this paper discusses also about the characteristics of software business where the proposed plan is tested in practice. Industrial experiences from the software entrepreneur seminar show that proposed software business plan is seen usable among software entrepreneurs and different stakeholders. They also show that designed writing instructions given step by step are helping in the writing work. As a whole proposed software business plan serves software entrepreneurs and for example financing institutions as an action plan, road map and sales tool and also informs customers about the software company’s ways of working.

The theoretical discussion in this paper has been written using a constructive research method. Therefore the theoretical part of this paper constructs a new reality by using results which in part have been presented before and have proven to be usable.

The industrial experience part of this paper is a case study. The case study method has been seen usable as it gives rich qualitative understanding to the phenomena examined. As well when presented in chronologically proceeding style gives a logical outlook to the seminar kept in real life.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of planning has often been understood two-dimensionally. Firstly, planning in organizations and public policy has meant the organizational process of creating and maintaining a plan. Secondly, it has meant the psychological process of thinking about the activities required to create a desired goal on some scale. As such, planning is a fundamental property of intelligent behavior. Therefore in this process it is essential to use rational thinking and creativity to be able to create and refine something new in form of a plan, or integration of other plans.

Rather typically planning combines forecasting of developments with the preparation of scenarios of how to react to them. Good planning also includes often ignored aspect of planning by discussing about the relationship it holds with forecasting. Forecasting can be described as predicting what the future will look like, whereas planning predicts what the future should look like.

The term planning is also used for describing the formal procedures used in such an attempt, such as the creation of documents, diagrams, or meetings to discuss the important issues to be addressed, the objectives to be met, and the strategy to be followed. Beyond this, planning has often a different meaning depending on the political or economic context in which it is used.

Two attitudes to entrepreneurial planning need to be held in tension: on the one hand entrepreneurs need to be prepared for what may lie ahead, which may mean contingencies and flexible processes. On the other hand, their future is shaped by consequences of our own planning and actions.

The main purpose of the business plan is to guide us step by step in the path of business planning. Firstly, a proper business plan discusses about the circumstances where we are running our business and outlines our way to the future where circumstances might be different. Secondly, it describes, analyzes and gives a detailed projection about the future development and offers benefits to entrepreneurs, financiers and third parties (for example tax authorities) interested in of the company. In addition, thirdly, the business plan outlines the business idea including risks and opportunities and monitors out the remaining placed money in the company.

The problem of this paper is to find out a working software business plan structure for software companies. Therefore, firstly, this paper discusses about several different topics which can be considered to be independent areas of the software
business plan. Secondly, this paper summarizes the discussion of software business plan content and thirdly introduces industrial experiences of using it in a software company in practice.

The theoretical part of this paper is constructive in nature. Constructive research constructs new reality by using research results which have in part been presented before and sees that typically the developed new utilities are sooner or later evaluated. In nature it is interested in of trying to answer to the following questions: [5, 10]

– Can we build a certain innovation and how useful it is?
– What kind a certain innovation should be?
– How ought we build a particular innovation?

Typically, constructive research is applied research, but instead of developing “a final product” it sees that it is possible to accept the prototype or even a plan. In comparison to action research it is missing the idea of cyclic development process (identify problem, plan actions, take action, evaluate and specify learning) and bases on non cyclic development of innovation [5, 10].

The experimental part of this paper is a case study. Typically, a case study is an empirical inquiry that meets the following criteria: [20]

• It investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when
• The boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.

In this study, presented case bases on experiences collected from a real-life company. In addition the experimental part of this study can be considered as case because the inquiry: [20]

• Copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables of interest than data points, and as a result
• Relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result
• Benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis.

II. BUSINESS AS CONCEPT

For developing a business plan it necessary to understand the business as a concept. Reo [16] has stated that: “business is a much broader concept than, for example, engineering or production. It refers to a holistic, process-driven, cross-functional, and multi-disciplinary view of companies. According to this view, all functional areas of a business such as product planning and management, engineering, customer support, and information and knowledge, human resource, marketing, legal, and financial management need to be addressed in a balanced way.”

Product planning needs to be in balance so that we fulfill most of our customers’ expectations. Engineering needs to provide solutions for the production of the products as well as marketing needs to provide ways to sell them. We also need to organize customer support functions so that we can support users using the products. In addition it is not only enough to balance these functions separately but they should be balanced together as well.

Furthermore, we can also see that Reo’s [16] definition includes an idea of process-driven view of running different functions. For business it is important to organize activities so that they can be repeated in a similar way many times for having better performance. Naturally, process-driven way of running business requires a common understanding of the content of business functionalities.

However, even we would have balanced and processed all our business functions it might not be enough. We should also recognize that the customer is interested mostly in our products, not necessarily in our business functions or in our processes. If the product works and all customer requirements are fulfilled, the customer will be satisfied. Therefore, it seems that as long we can deliver cheaply and quickly in time, needed products to our customers they will continue being happy. As the customer interests for our products change over time should also the balance of our functions or processes of making them change.

In a long run business requires a continuing recognition and definition of new functions and processes. As well it requires a continuing economical and technical balancing of these functions for producing successful economic products. Therefore from business point of view we should have the ability to balance our functions and processes in an “Economical” cheap, cost-effective, inexpensive, low-priced, money saving, reasonable and also value creating point of view [10,15].

As a conclusion we can see that the concept of business offers several different points of view to us with several research challenges. According to Kääkölä [8], business research offers: “Challenges in topics including leadership, managerial, organizational, contractual, and product creation and delivery practices as well as in competitive strategies and knowledge management systems of companies.” Kääkölä [8] sees this kind of broad, multidisciplinary view as necessary to understand companies holistically. Without such an understanding it is difficult to suggest relatively detailed but generic solutions for a specific strategy, process, product or service [8]. Therefore for developing a proper business plan clearly requires a reasonable understanding of the nature of business in question.

III. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AS BUSINESS

According to the Webster’s New Intercollegiate Dictionary [19]: “Software” is the entire set of programs, procedures, and related documentation associated with a system, especially a computer system and “Engineering” is the application of science and mathematics by which the properties of matter and sources of energy in nature are made useful to man in structures, machines, products, systems, and processes. In addition “Software engineering” is considered to mean the application of science and mathematics by which the capabilities of computer equipment are made useful to man via computer programs, procedures, and associated documentation [1].

As the markets around software companies have changed significantly during recent years so have the requirements for
the successful software engineering changed. Several authors have stated that delivering a software product on time, on budget, and at an agreed level of quality is a critical concern for software companies nowadays [3]. In addition Käkölä [8] has seen that: “Software production is an important functional discipline but can only realize its potential in full when it is seen in the holistic context of software business.”

Therefore it is not surprising that Erdogmus et al. [4] are amazed at our current way of producing software. They state that: “Software development essentially is an irreversible capital investment and software should add value to the organization just as any other capital expenditure that creates a net benefit. Therefore, it is surprising that software engineers in organizations whose very existence is dependent upon the profitability of their software find themselves poorly equipped to make technical decisions that have significant but poorly understood economic consequences.” Other disciplines, such as decision theory, game theory, and economics, have highly relevant concepts and well-established ideas that have the potential to contribute to the foundations of software engineering, but the typical software engineer seldom encounters this work. By viewing the software product as an economic artifact as opposed to a strictly technical one, we find that much of this research from other fields has the potential to contribute to concepts, tools, and methods that align with the software industry’s needs [4].

Kemerer [6] shares this point of view and states that: “Computer scientists too frequently fail to cite relevant work done by business school researchers that is published in business journals. Software costs continue to be significant, and industry’s understanding of how to reduce them has improved only very slowly for example in contrast to hardware... which is improving by producing smaller products and continuously decreasing prices.”

The holistic, multi-dimensional understanding of software engineering as business seems to be difficult. For example Morrissey & Wu [9] see that: “...However, aside from some cost estimating topics, interaction with economics has been rather curiously neglected.” In addition this conclusion seems to gain support from Erdogmus et al. [4], who state that: “Traditionally, the study of software engineering has been primarily a technical endeavor with minimal attention given to its economic context.” Morrissey & Wu [9] emphasize that at least costs, capital-labor relationships and productivity should be examined in relation to software engineering.

Slaughter et al. [18] highlight the need to evaluate the cost of software quality and note that there are some people who believe that it is economical to maximize quality, and others who believe that it is necessary to sacrifice quality to achieve other objectives like reduced development cycles. This opinion is also supported by SEI [17], who quotes a software manager stating: “I’d rather have it wrong than have it late. We can always fix it later.”

As a summary of discussing about the software engineering as a business we can perhaps say that: we are moving towards more economical software engineering. To be successful in this we need clearly better balancing of all our software engineering activities together with business and customer requirements which means better business planning in all levels as well.

IV. SOFTWARE BUSINESS VALUE

According to Boehm [2], “the value-based approach to software development integrates value considerations into current and emerging software engineering principles and practices, while developing an overall framework in which these techniques compatibly reinforce each other.” As Boehm’s definition is very general, it is not enough for the purposes of this study. Mostly this is due to the fact that it does not offer support as to where to find the needed concepts, principles and practical methods of economic-driven software engineering to adopt the value-based approach in practice.

Using the framework presented by Koskela & Huovila [7], the value-based approach is understood in this study as a process. The main principle of this process is to eliminate value losses in software development, products, processes and business planning. It uses economic-driven tools, which are based on economic studies including, for example, the areas of cost estimation, cost calculation (for example ABC and life cycle costing) and investment calculation. The value-based approach prefers calculating costs instead of estimating them, and also considers software development and SPI as investments, on which it is possible to spend too much money. In practice, the value-based approach takes care that the customer requirements are met in the best possible manner, ensuring quality, timeliness and value in products as well as in processes, over their entire life cycle. In particular, the aim of ensuring quality connects it to the other methods aiming for quality improvement.

The value-based approach also indicates a clear dependency between the process and products. It sees that we need to develop and optimize process activities so that processes produce the products needed. Furthermore, it sees that we must analyze products in order to reveal problems in processes and develop processes from the product point of view as well.

This is vitally important, especially for companies respecting customer opinions and aiming to optimize costs in their processes, because the customers are the ones paying for the products and product-related services, and companies have to allocate all costs to products to be able to price them. The happier the customer is, the more worth he sees in buying the products from us. It is also clear that when we know our process and product costs, worth and value, our ability to estimate, budget and control future risks will improve significantly.

Due to the economic-driven nature of the value-based approach, several improvement decisions are made at the management level. Management support is also vital in software process, product improvement and business planning initiatives. Therefore it is surprising that several studies in the area neglect the importance of product value by assuming that it is only achieved by improving processes. It is also just as surprising that many researchers do not examine the value of business planning itself. Studies are mostly carried out on
assessing the value of processes, if they are carried out at all, but the business planning decision and initiative itself, which in many companies is difficult to make, is not considered from a value point of view at all. To be effective, the value-based approach to successful software engineering and business planning should evaluate processes and products as well as the economical benefits of making business plans.

The final benefit of software business is always measured in the software markets where customers, retailers and manufacturers are. Therefore when planning a software business it is important to understand how software business and markets are working and how different players seem to benefit from them.

From the customer point of view customer gets value when the software product needed costs little and performs well [11, 12, 13, 14]:

\[
\text{Customer value} = \frac{\text{performance}}{\text{price}}
\]

This formula is based on idea that each software product component or function has its own specific cost, which increases software product price. In practice, the cost of manufacturing these functions varies between customers, as do individual customers’ needs for them. Therefore, each software product function should satisfy a customer need as described in the following formula [11, 12, 13, 14]:

\[
\text{Value} = \text{Value} = [(n \cdot a) + (n \cdot c) \cdot (n \cdot a) + (n \cdot c)]
\]

where:

n = the need for an object or service
a = the ability of an object or service to satisfy this need
c = the cost of the object.

In this formula, all the functions, which should fulfill customer needs, are presented in numbers and the final function as a question mark.

The value of the software product to a retailer may differ significantly from the value to a customer. This is because, for one thing, the retailer is primarily interested in a financial return on his investments [11, 12, 13, 14]. Retailers are interested in quick profits, and software products that they can sell quickly. Furthermore, retailers want to achieve maximum income with minimum investment. Therefore the value formula for a retailer differs from the value formula for a customer. A retailer’s value formula shows that instead of calculating a cost-benefit ratio, retailers estimate the sales revenues they would expect to receive from selling their software products. Retail software product value is calculated using the formula [11, 12, 13, 14]:

\[
\text{Retail value} = \text{unit sales (unit price} - \text{unit cost)}
\]

The manufacturer of the software product for a retailer or a customer also uses his own formula for value calculation. This is because his interest is slightly different than the others’ interests. Compared to a retailer he has higher capital costs, related to the manufacturing plant and tools. This also forces manufacturers to keep manufacturing going on most of the time. Because the manufacturer is also interested in the return he will get on his money, his formula for determining manufacturing value is the following [11, 12, 13, 14]:

\[
\text{Manufacturing value} = \frac{\text{Customer and retailer benefits}}{\text{profit}} - \text{costs}
\]

In addition to the business value consideration software production should be considered financially as well. Practically this means that in a long run all investments done to it should pay back themselves and entrepreneurs or communities should even get business benefits and profits of their investments. Therefore the cost of invested money can form a challenge for software business. This is due to the reason that to grow up software business may need public financial support in the beginning as private sector funding might not be available. However, even this would be the situation it is necessary that software entrepreneurs are building their software business plans properly taking into account different kinds of business measures like value, profitability and financing. With a properly built software business plan entrepreneur can also communicate his interests to several other players in the software markets.

As a summary there are mainly three different points of views to software value. Customer sees value when software product costs little and performs well. A retailer sees to get value when the sales prices are bigger than costs and therefore selling revenues are created and manufacturer combines both of these ideas and sees to get value when customer and retailer benefits and profits are bigger than manufacturing costs. As all discussed point of views and stakeholders are present in a typical software business plan it would be wise to take their opinions of value into account when writing any business plans.

However, calculating value only should not be enough. Value should be analyzed, engineered and managed as well. Therefore, already 1954 Lawrence Miles developed a program “Value Engineering” for the purpose that the understandable phenomena could also have these points of views and a methodological basis.

After several development phases typically, nowadays, Value Engineering (VE) is defined as: a professionally applied, function-oriented, systematic team approach, used to analyze and improve value in a product, service, system or process – a methodology for solving problems and/or reducing costs while improving performance and quality.

Nowadays, VE methodology is also widely known and accepted in the industry. It is an organized process with a history of improving value and quality. It identifies areas in which unnecessary costs can be removed, while assuring that quality, reliability, capability, and other critical factors will meet or exceed the customer’s expectations.

All published VE processes usually begin by describing the
research topic in functions, and analyzing these functions. Creativity is necessary in order to generate new ideas for the possible replacement of some of the functions used. Evaluation addresses these new ideas, and development forms new function structures by replacing old functions with new ones. If the quality, cost levels and customer requirements defined and needed are still fulfilled, and unnecessary costs have been cut, value has been increased.

This paper categorizes VE phases in three main classes: pre-study (tasks carried out before the value study), value study, and post-study. These phases are considered appropriate since they constitute independent areas of VE, emphasizing the preparation aspect, the independent study aspect and the post-study aspect performed after the other phases. The detailed VE process in study used for analyzing business planning value includes following phases: [10]

PRE-STUDY
- Orientation
VALUE STUDY
- Information phase
- Function Analysis phase
- Creativity phase
- Evaluation phase
- Development phase
- Presentation phase
POST STUDY
- Monitoring & implementing phase

The structure mainly follows the lines which Lawrence Miles outlined and later refined for the purposes of the Department of Defense. However, since the significance of function analysis as a separate phase has been presented in nearly all recent VE process descriptions, it is presented as a separate phase. This is also seen as justified, because it provides a clear structural way to analyze the value of different functions which are later defined more precisely to be processes, practices and products or their components.

Using a value-based approach when writing the business plan means that value considerations are integrated into writing different parts of the business plan using the different stakeholder point of views. Therefore, software entrepreneur should understand the value from different stakeholder points of views to be able to add value to his business plan. He should also manage and engineer the value calculated using the methodology and process of Value Engineering.

V. BUSINESS PLAN FOR THE SOFTWARE COMPANIES

There are several definitions and defined contents for a software business plan. Most of them seem to see that software business plan has three primary functions:

1. To serve as an Action Plan
2. To serve as a Road Map
3. To serve as a Sales Tool

Action Plan. A software business plan can help to move software entrepreneur to an action. Software entrepreneur may have been thinking for years about starting a software business or engaging in some venture, but the process may seem too daunting, too large and too complicated. A software business plan will help him to pull apart the pieces of starting a software business and examine each piece by itself. So instead of one large problem, he has a sequence of smaller problems. And by solving the small problems, the large problem is automatically solved. So writing a software business plan can help to move him to action by breaking down a seemingly insurmountable task (starting a business) into many smaller, less intimidating tasks.

Road Map. Once software entrepreneur has started his software business, a software business plan can be an invaluable tool to help keep him on track and moving in the direction he wants to go. In the daily software business, it is very easy to lose sight of his objectives and goals -- a software business plan can help to keep him focused. A software business plan can also serve to help others to understand his vision, including suppliers, customers, employees, friends, and family.

Sales Tool. Perhaps most importantly, a software business plan can serve as a sales tool. Software entrepreneur will probably need outside financing to start his business, and a software business plan is the tool you need to convince investors to come on board. Software entrepreneur may also want and need concessions from suppliers or customers -- a software business plan can help him get them. Finally he may need to convince family members, or even yourself, that his ideas will bear fruit. A well-written software business plan can serve to sell people close to you on the benefits of proceeding with your concept.

From software business plan point of view software business represents a typical industrial activity. Software companies market and offer products and services to their customers. For doing so they need to have complete understanding of marketplace, competitor behavior, and they also need to organize their management, financing and operations in a way that their software business is in a solid basis.

For the purposes of this study it has been seen appropriate to use following structure as a basis for developing a software business plan for software companies. This is because it offers a wide structure for discussion purposes and seems to offer several aspects which should be solved when forming up a software business.

The Executive Summary of a Business Plan is a short outline to entire plan, and often is the last section to be written. It’s objective is to capture the reader’s interest, so that they want to read the entire plan. It is not a summary of the plan; rather it should be considered a chance to “sell” the reader on the business opportunity. A first-time reader should be able to read the Summary by itself, and know what plan is all about. The Summary should stand-alone and should not refer to other parts of software business plan. Executive summary should contain discussions of following topics: Opportunity, Solution, Competitive Advantage, Process, Positioning, Financials and
Management.

The Company Overview part of a software business plan is a brief description of the company founded or wanted to found. It should explain: How company will be organized? Will it be a sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation? What are entrepreneurs’ ambitions for the company? Will it always be a small company, or is the purpose to grow significantly? By reading this section, the reader should have a good idea of where software entrepreneur is and is going with the company. Therefore needed discussion topics in overview include:

- Mission Statement
- History and Current Status
- Market and Products
- Objectives

The Product and Services section of a software business plan is a detailed description of the software products and/or services entrepreneur will be selling. It should not assume that the reader is familiar with software product/service beforehand. Therefore entrepreneur should start to sell his idea here by generating some excitement about his product/service. To be able to achieve its purpose Product or Service Description should contain following topics:

- Description
- Market Comparison
- Proprietary Rights
- Stage of Development

The Industry and Marketplace Analysis section describes and outlines the industry and the marketplace in which entrepreneur is competing. The focus in this section is on the industry and marketplace as it currently exists – software entrepreneur may not even mention his business here, unless it already is a part of the software industry. When finished with this section, software entrepreneur and his readers should understand the dynamics, problems, and opportunities driving the software industry and marketplace.

Industry and Marketplace Analysis section should contain for example following sub-analyses:

- Industry Analysis
- Marketplace Analysis
- Customer Analysis
- Competitor Analysis

The Marketing and Sales section of business plan will make or break the prospects for software entrepreneurs’ venture. A great idea is meaningless if software entrepreneur cannot find customers. Carefully drafted and logical financial projections are irrelevant if nobody buys the product. In this Marketing Strategy section software entrepreneur must convince first himself, and then the reader, that there is indeed an eager market for the product. The Marketing Strategy section is where software entrepreneur will show how he is going to fit into the market structure he just finished describing. Successful Marketing Plan contains solutions for following topics:

- Target Market Strategy
- Product/Service Strategy
- Pricing Strategy
- Distribution Strategy
- Advertising and Promotion Strategy
- Sales Strategy
- Marketing and Sales Forecasts

The Operations section outlines how software entrepreneur will run his business and deliver value to his customers. Operations is defined as the processes used to deliver products and services to the marketplace and can include manufacturing, transportation, logistics, travel, printing, consulting, after-sales service, and so on. Operation form a significant portion of business costs (even 80%) as personnel will be working in operations. Software entrepreneur should be sure that he carefully links the design of his operations to his marketing plan. When writing the operations part of the business plan software entrepreneur should be careful on solving following topics so that he can deliver products to the market in accordance with his marketing plan:

- Operations Strategy
- Scope of Operations
- Ongoing Operations
- Operations Costs

In the Development Plan software entrepreneur will outline how he intends to ramp-up his business. The Development Plan is a road map of how software entrepreneur is going to get from where he is now to where he wants to be in the future. Typically, starting businesses explain here: what are all of the steps that they need to accomplish to get the business up and running. Older businesses explain what do they need to do to make it grow. Development Plan often contains following parts:

- Development Strategy
- Development Timeline
- Development Expenses

Financing institutions often see that there are three important attributes in any business: management, management, and management. If management is not seen to good enough to solve practical business problems with enough experience any business plan is worthless. Therefore in software business plan the description of management and their skills is extremely important. In general management plan should contain information on:

- Company Organization
- Management Team
- Administrative Expenses

The Financial Plan should be the umbrella of the software business plan. In other areas of software business plan software entrepreneur should have outlined a great business concept, demonstrated a real need in the marketplace, shown how he will execute his ideas, proven that his team is just right to manage the venture, and in financial plan he will show how much money everyone is going to make. If described business concept is weak, or there is not a market, or if execution is poor, or if management team is incompetent, then financial plans are doomed to failure. So generally if software entrepreneur can't show that his great concept is going to make money, his readers will quickly lose their interest for business. Financial Plan should contain business solutions for following
After writing a summary of the software business plan it is useful to concentrate on writing the Industry and Marketplace analysis. Understanding of the markets, industry and competitors form a good and realistic basis for building any business plan. It outlines an idea of how competitors are acting in markets. It shows what kind of products they have and what kind of profitability they have achieved. Potentially it shows also the direction where software markets are moving and which areas of markets are less competed. After forming up a realistic view of industry and software markets entrepreneur has a better possibility to analyze how his designed products can succeed in the same markets. The writing style for writing a summary should be intensified and accurate. Short sentences should be favored instead of long ones for improving understanding.

The purpose of the Industry and Marketplace Analysis is to give a realistic view to the entrepreneur about the markets where he is going. After this view has been clarified it is natural to think about the own mission statement. It should express the vision of the company, ambitions, and goals to be achieved. It should work as a direction and aim giving document, which motivates entrepreneur, potential investors and other stakeholders for developing business further. Especially the vision statement should create a big picture of the customers and entrepreneur in the markets fulfilling each other’s needs. It should justify what customers need and as well it should justify how the entrepreneur is fulfilling these needs. When the entrepreneur has justified the mission of his company in the markets he needs to think what kind of Marketing Plan is needed for getting his message through in the markets. As stated in earlier chapter a proper Marketing Plan includes information on:

- Target Market Strategy
- Product/Service Strategy
- Pricing Strategy
- Distribution Strategy
- Advertising and Promotion Strategy
- Sales Strategy
- Marketing and Sales Forecasts

From writing point of view the Target Market Strategy should justify why defined markets are realistic for the company. The Product/service strategy should indicate why designed products are needed in the markets and what kind of updates they will have in the future. Pricing should be realistic and it should also base on existing cost accounting information.

The Distribution strategy should be written in a logical manner so that it gives a realistic view to the distribution channel and its functional strengths. The Advertising, Promotion and Sales Strategies should be written in a customer satisfying manner concentrating on customer needs and fulfilling them. The Marketing and Sales Forecasts should base on numeric data collected using the best possible sources of information.

The Operations Plan outlines understanding of working processes to the employees. It explains and justifies how the entrepreneur is running his business and how he delivers value.

VI. WRITING PLAN FOR THE SOFTWARE BUSINESS PLAN

Software business plan contains several different areas which support each other. In practice it is extremely important that these areas are well written and synchronized to each other. The following steps formulate a one possible writing plan for writing a successful software business plan:

1. Write Short Summary
2. Write Industry and Marketplace Analysis
3. Write Marketing Plan
4. Write Operations Plan
5. Write Development Plan
6. Write Management Plan
7. Create Strategy
8. Estimate Income and Costs
9. Prepare Financial Statements
10. Define Funding Needs
11. Finalize Plan
12. Present Plan

The purpose of the Short Summary is to serve as a reference and motivational document through the writing process. From content point of view the Short Summary forms all cornerstones of the most important issues which are discussed and justified later in the writing process.
to his customers. Therefore the written text should be simple and easy to understand so that all possible misunderstandings could be avoided and understanding of work processes would be equal among the employees. Quite often the Operational Plan is linked to the operational process descriptions which state how entrepreneur is delivering his products and services to the marketplace.

The purpose of the Development Plan is to tell how the entrepreneur is ramping up his business step by step. Therefore the nature of writing it is based on a chronological presentation style using timelines and figures. The Management Plan should contain concrete and convincing text which defines the roles and justifies why different persons with their experiences fit to these roles in the company.

After writing the Industrial and Marketplace Analysis, Marketing Plan, Operations Plan, Development Plan and Management Plan the entrepreneur should write as a summarizing text the entire company Strategy. It should be built based on internal strengths and weaknesses found on the previously written documents from the company and it should also notify the potential opportunities and threats found in external factors.

For funding purposes the entrepreneur needs to collect and estimate Income and Cost information as well as present the Financial Statements. Naturally, this kind of information is mathematical in nature and presents profitability from different point of views (for example company and product point of views). Presented calculations should define funding needs of the business proposal and divide them for different funding institutions in the form of the Funding Request.

As last writing task the software entrepreneur should check all written parts of the software business plan. Written parts should be in synchrony with each other and they should provide support to each other as well as they create value to all stakeholders. Naturally, presentation of the Software Business Plan should be energetic and entrepreneur should have the ability to convince his listeners.

VII. INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCES

As software business plan is often used for business action planning, task road mapping and selling the business idea to funding institutions the usefulness of it should be evaluated from several stakeholders point of view. For this purpose in May 2011 the proposed software business plan structure was discussed in an industrial experience seminar. The main idea was to collect practical feedback from several stakeholders on how the proposed software business plan would work in practice, what kinds of strengths and weaknesses it would have and how it should be improved.

All software business entrepreneurs were selected from same technology park where they had been running their software businesses for several years. The criteria for selecting entrepreneurs to the seminar included a requirement of having several years of earlier experience in similar tasks. Finally, ten persons were seen to fulfill this criteria and as they were willing to participate to the discussion they were selected to it. It should be notified that they represent several different kinds of software businesses and different sizes of companies as well.

As software business plan is often used for impressing financing sector as well, six persons were selected from four international banks to the seminar as well. These persons had experience especially on financing industrial companies in different lifecycle phases. They also were responsible of making financing decisions and analyzing software businesses.

Even entrepreneurs and financing institutions normally have the strongest word in software business planning customers are the ones who either enable a successful software business or not. Customers either buy the designed products or they do not buy them. Keeping this in mind six software customers were selected to the seminar as well. All selected customers had earlier experience of buying several different kinds of software products and three of them had been buying software products also for software business purposes.

In the beginning of the seminar the software business plan was given to the participants. It was explained in every detail and participants were given time to form up their own opinion about it. After this all participants were given time to write down their opinions and discussion was held based on written comments.

Therefore, in this paper the presented case study bases mostly on the comments written by seminar participants. As researcher also collected findings during the discussion some comments have been collected by researcher. However, all participants were asked to give feedback on comments given here after the final version of this paper became ready.

Firstly discussed topic in the seminar included the executive summary. All persons saw that it is a useful part in any business plan. It was seen extremely important that entrepreneurs are able to shortly summarize all important aspects of their software business. Entrepreneurs told that this part of the software business plan helps to see the big picture of their business. Representatives from the financial institutions told that software business plan helps them to memorize the most important aspects of discussed business as they work with several different entrepreneurs and proposals daily. For the customers who do not normally see any software business plans, the summary gave a good starting point for understanding the business discussed.

Secondly discussed part of the software business plan was the company overview. All persons saw that a reasonable amount of history with present information gave a good understanding of the company. Especially, entrepreneurs and financing institutions saw that the mission of the company is extremely important as well. They justified their statements by saying that their capital is tied for longer times in the company and therefore the mission of the company should be understandable for them. Customers did not see the mission of the company as very important. They highlighted that they are not tying themselves for such a long time to the company that the company’s mission would be meaningful for them. However, they told that it would be good if in this part entrepreneurs would be able to explain how their existence benefits their customers and company overview would
therefore include text which would explain how customers get value by being customers in this particular company.

Thirdly discussed topic seemed to be very interesting for all participants. Entrepreneurs saw that the product and service descriptions define for both entrepreneurs and customers what are the products what company is offering to the markets. Therefore these descriptions are combining the interests of entrepreneurs and customers. The entrepreneurs told that they saw it important that this part of the software business plan would also include a comparison of products competing in the same markets. The financing institutions understood the interests what entrepreneurs and customer had for the product and service descriptions. They told that for them these descriptions are also important. In their opinion if the products and services are not combining entrepreneurs and customers it is a big problem for financing institutions as well. This is because it raises the risks of their investments to the company significantly. All participants saw that in this part different kinds of tables, graphics and figures should be used together with written text and explanations.

Fourthly discussed topic included the industry and marketplace analysis. Both the entrepreneurs and financing institutions saw this part as very important. They both highlighted that any entrepreneur needs to understand enough about the industry and marketplace to be able to run a profitable business. The customers did not see the industry and marketplace analysis very interesting. Both entrepreneurs and financing institutions saw that the main tools for presenting this information should contain numeric information backed up with different kinds of tables and graphics. It was also mentioned that given information should be presented from different point of views and it should be benchmarked to existing solutions provided by competitors as well.

Fifthly discussed area of software business plan was the marketing and sales part. All three groups participating to the discussion saw this part as very interesting and important. Entrepreneurs saw that for them it is very important to find customers and customers saw that marketing and sales representatives of any company are the ones with whom they are discussing the most. Therefore both the entrepreneurs and customers saw that this part of the software business plan combines them together. Financing institutions added that without successful marketing and sales activities customers can not know what kind of products there are and how they could help customer in their everyday life. As well financing institutions added that the basis of product pricing is usually defined in the marketing plan (pricing) which is important for both entrepreneurs and customers. All participants saw that numeric information is useful when presenting this kind of information as it is rather concrete and helps customers to understand the level of the product in question. As well it was mentioned that marketing material should be useful to the customer in a way that it would help customer to understand easily how product gives value to him.

Sixthly discussed topic included the operations of the software business plan. Operations seemed to be important for all three participating groups. This was because the operations plan was seen to provide continuity for the marketing plan. It provided a solution how the promised products (marketing plan) are delivered to the customer. Customers also mentioned that they are seriously interested in of operations because not always products work as they should and customers need information on how after sales activities are taken care of in the company. Financing institution highlighted the importance of how selling budgets are made and followed as they form up the most important cornerstones of following the cash flow and income of the company. In a summary the nature of operations seemed to be rather diversified. Therefore entrepreneur should think carefully what kinds of tools he is using for giving the required information in question. Tables, charts, roadmaps, and numeric tables can be used here together with chronologically proceeding step by step explanations.

Seventhly discussed area of the software business plan was interesting for the entrepreneurs and financing institutions. They saw that the development plan provided for them a path and direction from ramping up the business into the future where company is running in the markets. As they had invested a lot of money for the business it would be natural that they both should share the idea of how the company is either growing in the markets or keeping its market position. This information should include numeric information with explanations so that reader would get a realistic idea of how with existing resources proposed actions are taken care of successfully.

Eighthly discussed topic of the software business plan was the management. The financing institutions saw this part of software business plan as very important. This was because in their opinion management was the one who was taking care of the invested money in the company. All entrepreneurs understood this natural interest what the financing institutions were having for their skills. The discussion of this topic was lively and contained several aspects from high motivation into technical and business skills as well as human management skills. For customers this topic was not very important. They only highlighted that they would like to purchase products from companies where customers and their interests are very well taking care of which was one the management tasks. Therefore perhaps the customer service management and selling management are the most important ones for the regular customers. All participants saw that hierarchical figures stating organizational responsibilities and positions are the most usable one in explaining management structure. Financing institutions also liked the idea that the earlier successes of the most important managers would be seen in a numeric form in the software business plan. This was because in their opinion the track record of earlier success helps to evaluate whether the person has enough experience of running the role in question or not.

Ninthly and tenthly discussed topics included the financial plan and funding request. Based on the earlier discussions it was natural to understand that they both were interesting for entrepreneurs and financing institutions because they showed how much money they both are making, when it will be realizing and what kind of ownership structure the company
will be having. All participants saw that financial information should be numeric in nature and it should be analyzed using different kinds of figures and charts as well.

In final discussion all participants saw that in software business planning there are several different kinds of roles and tasks. Therefore it is extremely important to have a proper software business plan model which is used in synchrony so that needed information can be written, analyzed and presented. It was also seen usable to use value-based approach as criteria for evaluating the business plan from different points of views.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The problem of this paper was to develop a working software business plan for the software companies. To do so, firstly, this paper discussed about the nature of business, software, software engineering and software business. This was done because software business is rather new business area and all aspects of it are not necessarily known. Based on this discussion it seemed that software business is not necessarily understood as a balanced set of different functionalities yet. Several functions of the software business are defined and exist but they are driven separately in many companies without a proper balancing and focus is rather much in technical challenges rather than in the business aspects.

Discussion of the software business also showed that there seems to be a clear need for business related tools in software companies. Therefore the idea of developing a proper value creating business plan for the software companies seemed to be justified. Using the results of the theoretical discussion this paper formulated a software business plan model for the software companies. As all business plans are mentioned to be used in industry, this paper also discussed about the developed business plan model in the industrial context.

The theoretical discussion and the creation of the software business plan were constructive in nature. Therefore, in practice, the new software business plan structure was constructed by using research results which had in part been presented before. To highlight the importance of the industrial discussion, this paper presented the results of industrial discussion as a chronologically proceeding practical case study.

The results of creating a software business plan for software companies were encouraging. The developed and discussed software business plan structure seemed to create value and combine the communication needs of the most important software stakeholders. Developed software business plan provided a useful help for software entrepreneurs for planning their business and offered enough information for the financing institutions for making their funding decisions. The industrial discussion showed that the proposed software business plan serves as an action plan, road map and sales tool for the software companies.

The most significant weaknesses of this study are related to the small amount of industrial experiences. Therefore the usefulness of the proposed software business plan should always be discussed with relevant stakeholders whenever taking it into use in any industrial situation.
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